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Businesses have adapted to the “new normal” which 

varies from company to company. Centre of Process 

Bionics (CPB) India has ongoing conversations with 

various clients that have planned for re-budgeting and 

easing technology and transformation spends in the 

wake of the pandemic. Some of them have also 

resumed the programmes that were on hold last year. 

This continues to generate more traction on process-

mining technology.

CPB India team has developed new use cases and has 

also been working with existing clients to expand the 

process mining usage across the enterprise. Master 

Data Management is one such area which I find

particularly interesting, as until now, it was always 

seen to be a function of Data Quality. Process mining 

helped us mine a Vendor Master Data process from 

onboarding of a new vendor through its Enterprise 

Resource Planning (ERP) integration. While other 

master data processes on product master data and 

customer master data have been equally 

transformative in nature, we are sharing some of our 

learnings from Vendor Master use case in this issue.

Have a great year ahead.

Regards,

Vivek

Foreword
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Vendor management

Process Bionics in action at a large consumer goods 

provider

Client’s scenario

One of the world’s top consumer goods providers 

wanted to analyse the lead time involved in vendor 

onboarding, as part of their vendor management 

process. The initial investigation of their overall 

process led to two key findings:

• Certain actions being performed multiple times

• Manual efforts involved in the onboarding 

process

Also, it was observed that business users as well as 

vendors faced certain challenges while using the 

workflow system for onboarding, which undoubtedly 

added to the lead time. In some cases, interface 

errors occurred as well, while integrating the 

workflow system data with SAP.

Our approach and initial scope of work

We started with the vendor onboarding sub-process 

and then, targeted the modification requests for the 

vendors, as an extension. As the next step, we did a 

process walkthrough and finalised the events that 

needed to be analysed with process mining. Our 

objective was to diagnose process delays and 

examine if there were any modification requests 

placed by a vendor within a few days of their 

successful onboarding. The overall analysis involved 

a study of 7,450 requests with 24 different activities.

Our solution

First Time Right (FTR) is what makes every client 

happy. However, when we analysed the process, we 

found the overall FTR to be 93.67 percent, which, on 

further segregating into onboarding and 

modification requests, came out to be 41.84 percent 

and 99.63 percent, respectively. This clearly 

indicated that the onboarding segment was 

something we really needed to investigate. 

Additionally, we inspected that vendor self-

onboarding took ~3 days longer than when 

vendor’s documents were uploaded by client.

I. Non-FTR analysis in case of onboarding

We observed that rework along with SAP integration 

errors increased the overall turnaround time (TAT) 

from five days to 10 days. Thus, we identified the 

following two root causes:

1. Rework

a. The verification team sent the request 

back to vendors as necessary 

information was missing or incorrect, 

leading to a back and forth in case 

flow. (see picture on the right )
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2. SAP interface errorThe verification team 

sent the request back to vendors as 

necessary information was missing or 

incorrect, leading to a back and forth in 

case flow. (see picture on the right )

a. the procurement team returned 

requests to the business user, to fill in 

correct commodity details linked to the 

vendor, thereby increasing the lead 

time. (see picture on the left )

II. Overall cycle time

We came across an interesting observation while 

inspecting the time taken in between various stages 

of the onboarding process: we noticed that the 

document verification team had been violating SLA 

timelines for 80 percent of the total requests. 

Furthermore, when we investigated the root cause, 

we found out that the verification was done 

manually.

III. Modification request within few days after 

onboarding

We came across an interesting observation while 

inspecting the time taken in between various stages 

of the onboarding process: we noticed that the 

document verification team had been violating SLA 

timelines for 80 percent of the total requests. 

Furthermore, when we investigated the root cause, 

we found out that the verification was done 

manually.
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Impact and value for the client

The client is taking necessary measures to address 

delays that occur due to manual document 

verification, by introducing an RPA solution. The 

solution digitalises the verification process, leading 

to a reduction in the overall cycle time. 

The client is strengthening controls to reduce 

interface errors occurring while integrating 

workflow data with SAP. This will help make the 

vendor “ready-to-be-used” after onboarding.

Recommendations were made to conduct a 

functional training for business users creating 

vendor requests. 

Thereby, the client aims to reduce rework occurring

due to incorrect selection of commodities linked to 

vendors in the creation stage. Also, it was advised to 

let the verification team can validate complete 

vendor requests along with documents in the first 

attempt rather than sending requests back to 

vendors repeatedly. This can reduce the lead time 

significantly.

The client is looking forward to engaging Deloitte 

India for further process mining analysis and 

streamlining of the Material Management and 

Procure-to-Pay processes.

To know more, please feel free to contact the 

project team:

Vivek Bhamodkar Anjali L Akhilesh Arya
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Featured content 

Intelligent Automation Newsletter

In December 2020, Deloitte Consulting Germany went 

live with the Intelligent Automation Newsletter, issued 

by the Center for Process Robotics.

Are you interested in their ongoing projects, latest 

technologies, and news about Intelligent 

Automation?

Subscribe here.

Center for Process Robotics Homepage (German)

Training and enablement

CPB Training Curriculum

A pre-selection of publicly available trainings

Review the CPB Training Curriculum

Process Bionics Hackathon

On-demand trainings with experienced coaches, 

available online or on-site

Request more information
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Regional Bionics leads

Global CPB contacts:

Olly Salzmann

osalzmann@deloitte.de

Germany

Courtney Thayer

osalzmann@deloitte.de

US

James Gordon

jamesgordon@deloitte.ca

Canada

Pablo Tipic
ptipic@deloitte.com

Chile

Vivek Bhamodkar

vbhamodkar@deloitte.com

India

Leon Lihong Fan

lefan@deloitte.com.cn

China

Oscar Hamilton

ohamilton@deloitte.co.uk

UK

Caroline T. Yokomizo

cyokomizo@deloitte.com

Brazil

Questions and feedback

General Email ID: incpb@deloitte.com

For questions, feedback, and remarks regarding this mailing, please connect with 

incpb@deloitte.com
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Deloitte refers to one or more of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu 
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(DTTILLP). This material (including any information contained in 
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